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Abstract—This paper investigates the intelligent computing
task-oriented computing offloading and semantic compression
in mobile edge computing (MEC) systems. With the popular-
ity of intelligent applications in various industries, terminals
increasingly need to offload intelligent computing tasks with
complex demands to MEC servers for computing, which is a
great challenge for bandwidth and computing capacity allocation
in MEC systems. Considering the accuracy requirement of in-
telligent computing tasks, we formulate an optimization problem
of computing offloading and semantic compression. We jointly
optimize the system utility which are represented as computing
accuracy and task delay respectively to acquire the optimized
system utility. To solve the proposed optimization problem, we
decompose it into computing capacity allocation subproblem and
compression offloading subproblem and obtain solutions through
convex optimization and successive convex approximation. After
that, the offloading decisions, computing capacity and compressed
ratio are obtained in closed forms. We design the computing
offloading and semantic compression algorithm for intelligent
computing tasks in MEC systems then. Simulation results rep-
resent that our algorithm converges quickly and acquires better
performance and resource utilization efficiency through the trend
with total number of users and computing capacity compared
with benchmarks.

Index Terms—Intelligent computing task, semantic compres-
sion, MEC, successive convex approximation.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of mobile edge computing
(MEC), more and more new applications such as computer
vision, natural language processing, semantic communication,
etc., are emerging constantly in MEC systems [1]. As the
increasing number of intelligent computing tasks, MEC needs
to tackle with many problems with specific characteristics
[2], [3] which is different from traditional resource allocation
problems. However, few existing works consider the various
requirements of those characteristics such as compression and
computing accuracy [4]. Therefore, how to efficiently offload
to support the specific demands of intelligent computing tasks
is still an unaddressed problem.

Hence, in the context of massive Internet of Things (IoT)
devices deployment and limited terminal computing capacity,
the computing tasks are increasingly complex and highly
coupled with communication, existing works on computing
offloading and semantic compression in MEC systems has
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become specific and multidimensional. C. Wang et al. [5]
considered computation offloading and content caching strate-
gies in wireless cellular network with MEC and formulate the
total revenue of the network. With considering edge users and
large data volume, G. Faraci et al. [6] formulated a power
consumption and delay optimization problem in unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) assisted MEC systems. Nevertheless,
in actual application scenarios, intelligent computing tasks
have complicated characteristics and demands which need
to be considered in the computing offloading and semantic
compression in MEC systems.

As the increasing trend of artificial intelligence, intelligent
computing tasks has brought more requirements to the wireless
network especially the MEC field. The researches on intelli-
gent computing tasks are getting more attention. B. Gu et al.
[4] investigated the fitting of modelling classification accuracy
by verification of large data sets for intelligent computing
tasks and find that power law is the best among all models.
Considering the scenario of intelligent computing tasks, H.
Xie et al. [7] proposed a brand new framework of semantic
communication where a deep learning based system for text
transmission combined with natural language processing and
semantic layer communication was constructed. Apparently,
conditions for research of computing offloading and semantic
compression considering intelligent computing tasks are ma-
ture gradually both on application scenarios and modelling of
tasks.

There are still some studies considering the demands and
characteristics of intelligent computing tasks with semantic
compression in MEC systems. H. Xie et al. [2] investigated the
deployment of semantic communication system based on edge
and IoT devices where MEC servers computing the semantic
model and IoT devices collect and transmit data based on
semantic task model where semantic compression exists on
transmission side. Y. Wang et al. [8] proposed a semantic
communication framework for textual data transmission and
formulated an optimization problem whose goal is to maxi-
mize the total semantic similarity by jointly optimizing the
resource allocation policy and determining the partial semantic
information to be transmitted. Obviously, the various demands
and characteristics of intelligent computing tasks have brought
many changes on computing offloading and semantic compres-
sion in MEC systems but researches on modelling intelligent
computing tasks and applying it to offloading have not been
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considered yet according to above works.
Obviously, the key challenges of existing works mainly

focus on intelligent computing, i.e., intelligent task processing
in MEC systems. Particularly, the combination of comput-
ing offloading and semantic compression in MEC systems
considering the demands of intelligent computing tasks is
still an unaddressed research area. Based on above works,
we focus on resource allocation when task offloading and
semantic compression coexist in MEC system. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows. We formulate an
optimization problem of computing offloading and semantic
compression considering accuracy requirement of intelligent
computing tasks in MEC systems. We define the system utility
which consists of the system revenue depending on computing
accuracy and cost depending on task delay. The highly coupled
computing offloading and semantic compression problem is
decoupled into two subproblems including computing capacity
allocation subproblem and compression offloading subproblem
which are solved by successive optimization approximation
and convex optimization. The simulation results verify that our
algorithm converges quickly and acquires better performance
and resource utilization efficiency through the trend with
total number of users and computing capacity compared with
benchmarks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In order to solve the resource allocation problem of com-
puting offloading and semantic compression in MEC systems,
we consider the fog radio access network (F-RAN) scenario
and equip MEC servers on small base stations (SBS) to form
the MEC systems. We set the total amount of users is U . The
set of MEC systems is denoted by KS = {1, ..., k, ...,K}
and it is assumed that SBS k is associated with Uk mobile
users. We let US

k = {1, ..., uk, ..., Uk} denote the set of users
associating with SBS k where uk refers to the uth user which
associates with the kth SBS. The set of computing tasks is
denoted by MS = {1, ...,m, ...,M} and we consider two
types of computing including local computing and offloading
to MEC computing in our systems as shown in Fig. 1. In our
model, step 1 in Fig.1 can be applied to feature extraction
in semantic tasks, i.e., semantic compression. Let bandwidth
resource of our system be B, computing capacity of local
device be FL

uk
, computing capacity of the MEC server be Fk

and delay limit for computing task m be t̃m.

A. Communication Model

In our system, every SBS in the network is equipped with
the MEC server, so each user can offload its computing task
to the MEC server through the SBS to which it is connected.
We denote xuk

∈ {0, 1},∀u, k as the computing offloading
indicator variable of user uk. Specially, xuk

= 1 if user uk

offload its computing task to the MEC server via wireless
network and we have xuk

= 0 if user uk determine to compute
its task locally on the mobile device. Therefore, we denote
x = {xuk

}uk∈US
k ,k∈KS as the offloading indicator vector.

In this paper, we consider that spectrum used by SBSs is
overlaid and spectrum within one SBS is orthogonally assigned
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Fig. 1. The system model.

to every user. We only analyze uplink transmission and divide
the total spectrum into N subcarriers, which is denoted as
NS = {1, ..., n, ..., N}. We denote ρukn ∈ {0, 1},∀u, k, n
as subcarrier variables, where ρukn = 1 means subcarrier n
is allocated to user uk which is associated with SBS k and
ρukn = 0 otherwise. Obviously, one subcarrier on an SBS
can only be allocated to one user at a time. Then the uplink
transmission rate of user uk on subcarrier n given as

rukn =
B

N
log2

(
1 +

Pukngukn

Iukn + σ2

)
,∀u, k, n, (1)

where Pukn represents transmit power from user uk

to SBS k, gukn represents wireless channel gain be-
tween user uk and SBS k on subcarrier n, and
Iukn =

∑
c∈KS ,c̸=k

∑Uc

u′
c=1 ρu′

cn
gu′

cn
Pu′

cn
,∀u, k, n represents

co-channel interference of users associating with other SBSs
on the same frequency of user uk. σ2 denotes the noise
power of additive white Gaussian noise. Obviously, the up-
link transmission rate of user uk is denoted as ruk

=∑N
n=1 ρuknrukn,∀u, k.

B. Computing Model

For the computing model, we consider each user uk has
a computing task m, and denote zukm ∈ {0, 1},∀u, k,m as
the indicator variable of the computing task m of user uk.
Specially, zukm = 1 if the computing task of user uk is m,
otherwise zukm = 0. In our model, we assume that zukm is
already given as the user request and we have

∑M
m=1 zukm =

1,∀u, k. We consider two types of computing approaches, i.e.,
local computing and task offloading.

1) Local Computing: For the local computing approach, the
raw data of user uk is given as auk

, and we can acquire the
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computing delay through the raw data auk
directly, which is

given as

TL
uk

=

M∑
m=1

zukmFukm (auk
)

FL
uk

,∀u, k, (2)

where Fukm(·) represent the computing resource overhead of
the data volume, and we consider it as linear relationship, i.e.,
Fukm(auk

) = βauk
+ γ, where β and γ are linear paraments.

2) Task Offloading: For the task offloading approach, user
uk will compress the raw data auk

to

buk
=

auk

εuk

,∀u, k, (3)

where εuk
is denoted as compression ratio of user uk and

εuk
≥ 1,∀u, k. We denote ε = {εuk

}uk∈US
k ,k∈KS as the

compression ration vector. Apparently, we have αuk
= (1 −

xuk
)auk

+xuk
buk

. Then, the compressed data buk
is transmit-

ted to SBS k to process and compute, and the transmission
delay of the compressed data from user uk in wireless link is
given as

tcomm
uk

=
buk

ruk

,∀u, k. (4)

Let fO
uk

be computing capacity allocated to user uk from SBS
k and fO = {fO

uk
}uk∈US

k ,k∈KS be the computing capacity
allocation vector, so that the computing delay of user uk

processing its computing task on SBS k is denoted as

Tukm =

M∑
m=1

zukmFukm (buk
)

fO
uk

,∀u, k. (5)

In this paper, we adopt the same computing resource overhead
formula for both raw data and compressed data to represent
the same task processed in local devices and MEC servers.
Therefore, the delay of computing of user uk on SBS k is
denoted as

tcomp
uk

=

M∑
m=1

zukmTukm,∀u, k. (6)

We notice the fact that the downlink data volume of com-
puting outcome is much smaller than uplink data volume, so
we neglect the downlink transmission in this work.

C. Utility Function

To introduce the intelligent computing task feature in our
model, we adopt the 3-parameters power law fitting formula
between the data volume and the computing accuracy from [4]
which is the widely used accuracy fitting formula of intelligent
classification tasks including semantic compression currently
[9]. For the convenience of subsequent modelling, we adopt a
more simplified form and the computing accuracy of user uk

in our model is denoted as

y(αuk
) = p− qα−r

uk
,∀u, k, (7)

where αuk
= (1 − xuk

)auk
+ xuk

buk
represents the data

volume needed computing of user uk and p, q, r are all fitting
paraments. In this work, the limit of computing accuracy of

computing task m is set as ỹm. The total task delay of user
uk in our model is

tuk
= (1− xuk

)TL
uk

+ xuk
(tcomm

uk
+ tcomp

uk
),∀u, k. (8)

In this paper, we focus on maximum the system utility under
computing accuracy constraint and task delay constraint. For
each user uk, we consider marginal utility of the combination
of system revenue, i.e., computing accuracy and system cost,
i.e., task delay. We model system utility in the form of a
logarithmic function of diminishing marginal utility with the
tradeoff of system revenue and cost, therefore the system
utility is given as

R =
∑

k∈KS

∑
uk∈US

k

ln

(
L
y(αuk

)

tuk

)
,∀u, k, (9)

where L is denoted as the weight parameter between system
revenue and cost.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ALGORITHM DESIGN

In order to maximize the system utility, we formulate it as
an optimization problem and decompose it into several con-
vex optimization subproblems via successive convex approx-
imation (SCA). Then we design the corresponding iterative
algorithm to solve the optimization problem.

A. Problem Formulation and Decomposition Solution

We adopt the system utility proposed in (9) as the objective
function of our optimization problem, and we formulate it as

max
x,fO,ε

R

s.t. (C1) : xuk
∈ {0, 1},∀u, k,

(C2) :

K∑
k=1

xuk
≤ 1,∀u,

(C3) : εuk
≥ 1,∀u, k,

(C4) : tuk
≤

M∑
m=1

zukmt̃m,∀u, k,

(C5) : y(αuk
) ≥

M∑
m=1

zukmỹm,∀u, k,

(C6) :

Uk∑
uk=1

fO
uk

≤ Fk,∀u, k.

(10)

In (10), constraint (C1) guarantees that the value of the
computing offloading indicator variables is restrict to 0 and
1, constraints (C2) and (C3) means one user can only choose
one type of computing approach and the compressed data is
less than or equal to the raw data, constraints (C4) and (C5)
are proposed to ensure the limits of the task delay and the
computing accuracy are hold, constraint (C6) guarantees that
the sum of allocated computing capacity is not greater than
total computing capacity of MEC servers.

Obviously, (10) is a non-linear mixed integer programming
and non-convex optimization problem, and such problems
are usually considered as NP-hard problems. Therefore, we
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need to decompose it into several subproblems and make
some transformation and simplification to solve it iteratively.
For convenience of solving (10), we decompose it into two
subproblems by the approach of given variables.

1) Computing Capacity Allocation Subproblem: Under
given other variables except fO, (10) is simplified to

max
fO

∑
k∈KS

∑
uk∈US

k

ln(LAδ
uk
)− ln(Aβ

uk
+ tcomp

uk
)

s.t. (C4′) : Aβ
uk

+ tcomp
uk

≤
M∑

m=1

zukmt̃m,∀u, k,

(C6),

(11)

where the constant term Aδ
uk

= p − q((1 − xuk
)auk

+
xuk

buk
)−r, Aβ

uk
= (1 − xuk

)TL
uk

+ xuk
tcomm
uk

, and tcomp
uk

=∑M
m=1 zukmFukm(buk

)

fO
uk

and in this way, (C4) in (10) is con-
verted to (C4′) here. Therefore, (11) is a convex optimization
problem and can be solved directly by convex optimization
method.

2) Compression Offloading Subproblem: We need to solve
computing offloading indicator variable x and compression
ratio variable ε under given fO. For convenience of solving,
we adopt binary variable relaxation and relax x into real
variable as xuk

∈ {0, 1}. The original problem (10) is
simplified to

max
x,ε

∑
k∈KS

∑
uk∈US

k

ln

 Ly(αuk
)

(1− xuk
)Bδ

uk
+

xuk

εuk
Bβ

uk


s.t. (C1), (C2), (C3),

(C4′′) : (1− xuk
)Bδ

uk
+

xuk

εuk

Bβ
uk

≤
M∑

m=1

zukmt̃m,∀u, k,

(C5),
(12)

where the constant terms Bδ
uk

= TL
uk

and Bβ
uk

=
auk

ruk
+∑M

m=1 zukmFukm(auk
)

fO
uk

, and y(αuk
) = p − q((1 − xuk

)auk
+

xuk

εuk
auk

)−r and in this way, (C4) in (10) is converted to (C4′′)

here. Normally, p, q and r satisfy that p > 0, q > 0 and
0 ≤ r ≤ 1. We adopt the method of variable substitution
and let ηuk

= 1 − xuk
+

xuk

εuk
. Obviously, ηuk

satisfies that
1 − xuk

≤ ηuk
≤ 1 which will be constraint (C3′) of the

above problem and we can transform problem (12) into

max
x,η

∑
k∈KS

∑
uk∈US

k

ln

(
L(p− q ∗ (auk

ηuk
)−r)

(1− xuk
)(Bδ

uk
−Bβ

uk) +Bβ
ukηuk

)
s.t. (C1), (C2),

(C3′) : 1− xuk
≤ ηuk

≤ 1,∀u, k,
(C4′′) : (1− xuk

)(Bδ
uk

−Bβ
uk
) +Bβ

uk
ηuk

≤
M∑

m=1

zukmt̃m,∀u, k,

(C5) : p− q ∗ (auk
ηuk

)−r ≥
M∑

m=1

zukmỹm,∀u, k.

(13)

Due to non-convexity of (13), we adopt the method of SCA
and let

vuk
≥ ln

(
(1− xuk

)(Cδ
uk

−Bβ
uk
) +Bβ

uk
ηuk

)
. (14)

We perform first order Taylor expansion on the right side at
point (xj

uk
, ηjuk

) and convert it to

vuk
≥ln

(
(1− xj

uk
)(Bδ

uk
−Bβ

uk
) +Bβ

uk
ηjuk

)
+

(Bβ
uk

−Bδ
uk
)(xuk

− xj
uk
) +Bβ

uk
(ηuk

− ηjuk
)

(1− xj
uk)(B

δ
uk

−Bβ
uk) +Bβ

ukη
j
uk

,
(15)

which will be constraint (C10) of the above problem. There-
fore, (13) is converted to

max
x,η

∑
k∈KS

∑
uk∈US

k

ln

(
L(p− q ∗ (auk

ηuk
)−r)

vuk

)
s.t. (C1), (C2), (C3′), (C4′′), (C5),

(C7) : (15).

(16)

Then we can use convex optimization method for SCA itera-
tion to solve (13) by using standard CVX tools [10].

Algorithm 1 Computing Offloading and semantic Compres-
sion Algorithm for Intelligent Computing Tasks

1: Set initial q = 0, computing offloading variable xq ,
computing capacity allocation fq and compression ratio
εq .

2: Set initial value of x0 and ε0.
3: Set the iteration constraints θ > 0.
4: repeat
5: q = q + 1.
6: Obtain fq by solving computing capacity allocation

subproblem (11) through xq−1(t) and εq−1 directly by
convex optimization.

7: Obtain xq and εq by solving compression offloading
subproblem (12) through xq and fq:

8: Set initial j = 0, the SCA iteration constraint θ2 > 0,
xj
uk

and ηjuk
according to (15).

9: repeat
10: j = j + 1.
11: Obtain xj

uk
and ηjuk

by solving convex optimization
problem (16).

12: Obtain the value of (12), i.e., N j
sub2.

13: until
∣∣∣N j

sub2 −N j−1
sub2

∣∣∣ ≤ θ2.
14: Obtain the value of (10), i.e., Nq through xq , fq and

εq

15: until
∣∣Nq −Nq−1

∣∣ ≤ θ.

B. Algorithm Design and Analysis

As mentioned above, we decompose the original NP-hard
problem (10) into two subproblems. Then we use the idea
of the greedy algorithm to iterate the above solutions of two
subproblems and arrive at the suboptimal solution for (10),
which is summarized in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, we adopt alternating iteration of three
problems and obtain the solutions in closed forms by convex
optimization. According to the greedy algorithm and convex
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optimization theory, iteration of two subproblems can ensure∣∣Nq −Nq−1
∣∣ ≤ θ, i.e., convergence quickly but only sub-

optimality can be guaranteed [11]. As we show above, the
complexity of Algorithm 1 depends on two subproblems. In
subproblem 1, since (11) is a convex optimization problem,
the complexity is O(U). In subproblem 2, (12) need to
be converted to (16) through SCA and achieve solution in
iteration algorithm, we assume the number of iterations is
Lsub2, therefore the complexity is O(ULsub2). We assume the
number of total iteration is Lit, then the overall complexity of
Algorithm 1 is O((U +ULsub2)Lit). In the way, the NP-hard
optimization problem (10) is decomposed into low-complexity
subproblems and iteratively solved.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

In this section, we first set the simulation paraments and
then show our simulation results to evaluate the performance
of our proposed algorithm.

We consider system level simulation of uplink transmission
in a small cell F-RAN according to the 3GPP normative
document of small cell network, i.e., urban micro (UMi) model
[12]. In our model, we consider that four SBSs are deployed in
a small cell area with a total coverage of 200m× 200m. The
SBSs provide offloading association and resource allocation
for users and note that the path loss depend on the link state
of LoS and NLoS [12]. In our system model, we consider
computing accuracy where the paraments of them are set
according to the most suitable fitting paraments [4]. Part of
simulation paraments are summarized in Tabel II.

TABLE I
PART OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Bandwidth resource, Wk 10 MHz

Transmit power, Pukn 0.1 W

The noise power, σ2 -100 dBm

The carrier frequency, F q 3.5 GHz

Computing capacity of the MEC
server, Fk

200 Gigacycle/s

Computing capacity of local
device, FL

uk

1.4 Gigacycle/s

The total number of users, U 30

The weight parameter, L 1

The number of iterations, Lit 10

Fitting paraments of computing
accuracy, p, q, r

100, 80, 0.6

According to the computing delay and accuracy require-
ments of some services of ultra reliable low latency commu-
nications [13], we assume there are three task types in our
simulation and the requirements are different. The delay and
accuracy limits of tasks are shown in Tabel III.

In order to verify the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm, we add the following schemes for comparison:

• Average Computing (AC): The scheme is that computing
capacity of MEC servers is allocate averagely.

TABLE II
TASK PARAMETERS

Task type Task delay
t̃m

Computing accuracy
ỹm

1 20 ms 85%

2 40 ms 90%

3 60 ms 95%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of iterations

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

115

N
q

The proposed

AC

WCR

Fig. 2. Convergence of all algorithms.

• Without Compression Ratio (WCR) [14]: According to
the scheme in [14], the compression ratio is not consid-
ered and computing offloading is processed directly.

We demonstrate the convergence of all schemes in Fig.
2 and we can see that the convergence of our proposed
algorithm is fast in Lit iterations and the trend is basically
fixed after convergence, which means our algorithm based
SCA and iteration have a good stability and the astringency.
From the convergence of comparison algorithm, we find that
our proposed algorithm can acquire a better value of system
utility and better optimization character in our system model
considering joint allocation of communication resource and
computing capacity.

The characteristics of system utility with total number of
users U under different bandwidth, i.e., 10 MHz and 50 MHz,
as Fig. 3 shows. It is found that the system utility increases
with the total number of users and the trend is slower when
total number of users is greater than 35 in our proposed
algorithm. When total number of users is relatively small,
the resources are sufficient and resource allocation is efficient,
therefore the system utility increases quickly. Nevertheless, as
total number of users is relatively large, the resources of sys-
tem is limited and resource allocation will become inefficient,
the growth tendency of system utility will slow down. The
comparison schemes all have this property but the trend is not
notable, which is different for different algorithms. We can see
in this figure that the higher bandwidth has larger impact in
our proposed algorithm than other comparison schemes which
means our scheme have higher usage in bandwidth.

We compare system utility with computing capacity Fk of
MEC servers under different bandwidth in Fig. 4. From the
trend we can see that there is a maximum value of system
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Fig. 3. System utility varying with total number of users under different
bandwidth.
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Fig. 4. System utility varying with computing capacity of MEC servers under
different bandwidth.

utility in Fk = 200 Gigacycle/s in our proposed algorithm.
This is because we consider the computing accuracy limit in
our system model, the system utility depends on computing
accuracy and task delay and our proposed algorithm need
make a trade-off between them. We can get a better trade-
off when Fk is relatively small an reaches a certain value.
However, the communication resource will be limited and
affects the compression ration and limits computing accuracy
when Fk continues to rise, therefore users would choose local
computing which result in the decrease of the system utility.
This property also presents in comparison algorithm AC with
the different maximum point, but in WCR where compression
ratio is not considered, the trade-off does not existed while Fk

is increasing. Also, we can see that higher bandwidth do not
have a significant impact on this trend of system utility.

Obviously, our methods can be applied to the practical
systems that specific intelligent tasks, i.e., semantic com-
pression and computing offloading coexist in MEC systems
when there are requirements for computing accuracy and
task delay and solve the decision problems of offloading and
compression. Our algorithm can obtain higher revenue than
traditional methods in this scenario. However, we do not
consider communication decision and more general intelligent
task computing in the model, resulting in the lack of generality

of the application of the model, which will be studied in future
works.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the computing offloading
and semantic compression for intelligent computing tasks in
MEC systems. Specially, considering accuracy requirement
of intelligent computing tasks, we formulate an optimization
problem of computing offloading and semantic compression
and decomposed it into two subproblems which were solved
iteratively through convex optimization and successive convex
approximation. Simulation results has demonstrated that our
algorithm converges quickly and acquires better performance
and resource utilization efficiency through the trend with
total number of users and computing capacity compared with
benchmarks.
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